' .MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN THE VERMONT AGENCY OF
NATURAL RESOURCES AND AGENCY OF TRANSPORTATION
APPENDIX A
LONG RANGE PLANNING AND POLICY DEVELOPMENT

The Long Range Planning and Policy Development Working Group
consisted of the following members:
Bruce Bender

representing AOT Planning Division
Dept. of Environmental Conservation
AOT Planning Division
"
Dept·. of Environmental Conservation
Canute Dalmasse
Two Rivers--Ottauqu~hee RPC
Peter Gregory
Bernie Johnson
ANR Office of the Secretary
Rose Paul
ANR Pl~ning Dh:ision
Jeff Squires
AOT Planning Division

Barry Cahoon
Barry Driscoll

Following is a report of this group's discussions, analysis and recommendations:
The working group agreed early in its discussions 'tha't there objective was to address the
need for improved communication and coordination networks between the two agencies. The
group reaffirmed that both agencies share common goals and agree that increased
communication and collaboration will enhance each agency's ability to achieve their ..
objectives. Furthermore,· the working group agreed to consider the resources availabie in
each agency that are needed to improve the effectiveness of cooperative planning and. policy
efforts as well as in project development and permitting activ\1-ies.
It is the consensus of the group that successful implementation of the report recommendations
is greatly dependent upon parallel coordination processes at both the staff and, cabinet levels
·
within each agency.

Complete cooperation is not possible without this parallel process, sinee power is dealt out to
both the cabinet level members. of an agency and the permanent staff. Each h_as a different
and complementary type of power. Cabinet members have a large influence on how events
happen in the immediate present: the power to make decisions in complex situations.
Permanent staff have a large a mount of knowledge and historical understanding: day-to-day
decisions appear in the context of a relatively long continuum of
events. To achieve effective policy coordination, policies must be alig ned in both these
arenas of power, and take place in a complementary fashion.
The desired resu lt of this process would manifest itself as "no surprises" at cabinet meetings
for cabinet members. They would go to meetings fully briefed. Staff would benefit by
being able to participate in a full y informed decision-making process, with reduced "ad-hocery" in the day-to-day operations of each agency.
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Please consider the following issues and recommendations in this context:

·

Issue Ill: Shared goals of the Vermont Agency of Natural Resources
(ANR) and the Vermont Agency of Transportation (AOT)
provide a foundation for collaborative planning and
policy maJdng.
Public perception tends to case AOT as developer and ANR as regulator which has some
basis in practice. ·However, this relationship does not in any way predominate. In fact, the
view serves to perpetuate a myth.
The agencies have many commonly shared goals.
Public accountability is a common goal. AOT-ANR are both charged .with efficient use of
public funds. There is a common responsibility to infonn, educate and involve the public in
decision making. The agencies share interest in maintenance of public health and safety.
Furthermore, in recognition of the connection between environmental health, transportation
efficiency and economic prosperity, it can be said that the agencies share goals relating to
quality of life. These include conservation of energy, lan9 resources, wildlife habitats,
aesthetics, air and water quality, economic vitality, productivity and Act 200 goals relating to .
the issue of land fragmentation and promotion of compact settlement patterns,
·
The management of trah$portation vehicles and modes is a .shared interest as are the areas of
risk assessment, standards assessment, limitations of human and financial resources and
facilities and systems management.
The age ncies share the task of exploring the limits and applying the benefits of technology in
the pursuit and achievement of goals. Similarly, both agencies face the challenge of
exploring and developing citizen awareness of options to transportation needs such as
alternative fuels and transit modes, public transit opportunities and viable natural resource
mitigation techniques.
However, AOT--ANR purposes occasionally diverge. There exist inherent differences in the
bases for long range planning upon which the agencies depend; people and .public
transportation needs for AOT and natural resources for ANR. FederaJ mandates and the
resultant accountability of the agencies sometimes conflict. Bu1 rather than be seen as a
point of co nflict, this should evolve into a platform for collaborative effort.
RECOMM ENDATTONS:

•- Emphasize the collaborative ,·ision of AOT-AKR relationsh ips
through public foru ms. cabinet, management and staii level
meetings and other appropriate opportunities.
~ "' Usc opponunitic~ fo r coll aborati\'e cflon to dcmon~trah.:
thc ability ot' the t \~u ~lgcnc i cs to w~o.1rk together for tho:
bcn.:lit { lr all .
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ISSUE /12: Capacity for AOT-ANR interactions
A major problem in the communications between the agencies has been the-inability of ANR
to adequately participate in AOT-ANR interactions. ANR responses to AOT requests for
information, review or regulatory decisions may be delayed, conflicting or inadequate.
ANR staff is often unable to attend AOT scheduled site meetings. ANR participation in long
range.planning initiatives is Jacking.
The present system is not work due to ANR resources being limited to meet demands of
AOT processes. Shared vision is therefore not being achieved.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
•• Using ISTEA funding, AOT should underwrite a permanent
position within ANR Planning Division for an AOT Projects
Coordinator.

**

Assure that AOT-ANR interactive procedures are compatible
with the capa~ity of the respective agencies.

ISSUE /13: ANR-RPC Communication
AOT and Vennont's twelve regional planning commissions (RPCs) have created a
partnership to de-centralize the transportation planning process. This process is designeq to
foster local and regional participation in determining prioritie_s in infrastructure investment.
Jlte RPCs are in a unique position lo assist in this important-step which directly served AOT
in achieving its mission(s).
J\lthough ANR-RPC interaction is increasing, especially in data exchange, much more could
be accomplished by formally structuring the ANR-RPC relationship. A more comprehensive
and accurate natural resource database could be created thereby facilitating protection of
r.ritical resources. AS with the AOT-RPC relationship, ANR would see its goals and IUi!i!iiun
supported and implemented by the RPCs. ANR will be enable to influence the process of
transportation system improvement by increasing sensitivity of natural resource values at the
RPC level.
RECOMMENDAT-IONS:
•• Enhance ANR-RPC-AOT relationships which es1.ablish ANR as a full and
meaningful partner in RPC transportation planning
processes.
u
Pursue funding and resources necessary to create two positions within ANR
Planning Division to be direct liaison with RPCs on issues of mutual concern.

** Continue efforts dedicated to natural resource daLabase creation, matntenance and
refinement.
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ISSUES #4: AOT-ANR interactions through initial scoping
AOT has developed a detailed scoping flow chart from which four opportunities for AOTANR interaction may occur. Those key areas of interaction are as follows:

1. Regulatory Agency Notification.
Following the addition of an identified problem to the annual scoping list, theAOT
Planning Division, Scoping .Section or, alternatively, an RPC scoping consultant, will
contact ANR designated AOT Project Coordinator to schedule an on
site meeting.·
(
The coordinator will notify all potentially interested parties within ANR and will take ·
primary responsibility for represen-tation and presentation of ANR interests at the site
investigation and for written documentation of ANR input
Primary focus of this meeting is to familiarize personnel with the problem, defme the
geographic area potentially involved and provide an opportunity for contact with all
stakeholders jncluding locals.
The results of the meeting should help def10e purpose and need of a project and begin
to establish an information base from which potential alternatives can be derived.
: 2. Identify Environmental Constraints
This is envisioned as free and open staff lev~l interchange of information relating to
all environmental issues potentially involved in order to satisfy the previously
identified purpose and need for the project.
Environmental constraints will provide the framework for identifying and assessing
alternatives. The identified constraints will be used to help develop alternative
solutions to the problem. Solution options shall not be allowed to drive
constraints identification and evaluation.
The staff level interchange should be encouraged to continue through development of
the evaluation matrix. ·
3. Stakeholder Input
Immediately following identification of the recommended alternative, the Scoping
Section will convene a meeting of all stakeholders an'cl present the recommended
alternative for comment. Based on level of stakeholder acceptance, project will either
• loop back to preparation of a new list of alternatives or will proceed on to
development of the initial scoping repon or will be routed through NEPA process.
4. Regulatory Agency Coordinator
The goal of this coordination step wilt be to confirm that the preferred alternative
represents the least environmentally damaging scenario and an assessment by the
reg ulatory agt:ncies that all maJor issues can likely be resolved.
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

**

AOT should adopt the scoping flow chart with the text of
issue #4 above attached a5 a ~ormal procedure.

•• Stress that commitments made during the scoping process will
be honored during permitting.

**

Commit to automatic, unlimited and unrestricted information
and applicable resource sharing between agencies.

•• AOT should review the policy that addresses which types
of projects are or are not presently subject to scoping.
Amend policy as appropriate to assure that consistency of
review criteria, compatibility with state and regional
plans and alternatives analysis is conducted. The initial
assumption should be that all projects should be scoped.
Project types may be eliminated from scoping only upon
justification.

ISSUE #5: Adoption policies for agency practices, polices and rules.

Typically, ANR, by necessity, makes greater use of formal policy and rulem~g procedures
, than does AOT. ANR has developed a formal policy on rules adoption which emphasizes
participation by the public and other interested agencies and departments. The procedure
requires goal definition, a needs justification, a public participation plan and a schedule. It
establishes procedures for draft reviews and coordination with stakeholders.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
•• A formal rulemak.ing procedure analogous to that currently
in effect at ANR should be adopted by AOT. It should, at a
minimum, outline the procedural steps to be taken, analyses
to be performed, and stakeholder interactions required as
part of the formal rulema.king action.
•• AOT and ANR should develop a complete inventory of adopted
rules, procedures and practices. Determine which should
be reviewed, updated or revised on a periodic basis.
Examine all existing rules to determine which should be
revised or eliminate.d.
·
•· Both agencies should consider a review of existing policies
and rules to eliminate, resolve and/or prevent conflicts
or con.trad ictions both inter and intra-agency.
ISSUE #6: Relationship of design standards and liability of
public employees.
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In this rapidly changing world where economic development, population growth and demands
for greater mobility are combining to change the very character of Vermont's huinan and
natural communities, opportunities to implement transportation infrastructure improvements
are becoming increasingly constrained in the absence of design standards flexibility.

This may be one of the more intractable issues between the agencies. ANR often advocates
for greater standards flexibility in order to protect environmental resources.· AOT. tends to
consider the present standards as a current practice and as providing a safety net of liability
protection.
Although there appare'ntly is no case history in Vermont in which public officials have
suffered liability as a result of iniplementation of reasonable exceptions to accepted .
standards, the concern has sometimes been promoted by AOT in its arguments against
exceptions where proposed by ANR to avoid or minimize adverse impacts on natural
resources.
I

,

A subcommittee of the AOT Long Range Plan initiative ~s actively developing a policy on
design standards. ANR is represented in the work of the committee.
RECOMMENDATIONS:

"'*

Continue to suppor'( work of the Design Standards Committee.

•• Encourage development and adoption of Vermont Transportation
Standards which would allow greater design flexibility an~
will be sensitive to Vermont's transportation needs and its
environment.
""" Introduce legislation for consideration by the general
assembly which would restrict tort liability of state and
municipal officials where adopted standards are applied
even though they may represent departure from national or
other previously accepted standards.

I

·'

ISSUE 111: Deficiency of one-dimensional functional highway
classifLcation system .
AOT presently classifies highways by traffic demand and service type. Transportation
planning would be signifLcantiy enhanced if the classification system were supplemented by
taking into account the scenic character of the corridor, the travel experience provided,
promotion of growth centered economic development and other pertinent concerns.
RECOMMENDATION:
... AOT, in partnership .with other stakeholders, should develop
an enhanced roadway classification system v. hich integrates
and takes 1nto consideralion scenic and economic values and
local or regional goals.

•
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ISSUE #8: Acquisition and maintenance of lands for conservation
purposes.
AOT is not structured to acquire and maintain lands necessary for mitigation of natural
resource losses associated with agency projects. Although the management of such lands
falls much more in line with natural resource management rather than transportation system
maintenance, ANR is little better equipped with available resources.
Traditionally, statewide conservation organization have J.ittlc or no intere:st in acquiring. or
hold small acreages typical of mitigation projects.
RECOMMENDATIONS:

•• Draft legislation for consideration by the general assembly
which would provide statutory authority to AOT to take, by
necessity judgment, lands to accomplish transportation
project natural resource mitigation purposes.

** RPC's should encourage interest by local conservation
commissions and regional land trusts in the ownership and
maintenance of small mitigation parcels. In the purchase
and transfer of such lands to local or regional conservation
organizations, consideration should be made to providtng an
endowment to fmance management in perpetuity for pertinent
conservation goals.

•• Seek potential alternative funding sources for mitigation
lands management.
ISSUE

119:

Indicators, Planning and Comparative Risk Assessment

In U1e context of AOT and ANR planning, indicators arc measures of environmental resource
or transportation system quality. They are useful to show the condition of a resource or
system component and, if measured and recorded over time, indicated are a useful tool for a
results-oriented planning and management process.
Comparative risk provides a framework for presenting information about a wide range of
environmental or t transportation system problems. That framework is a set of criteria,
designed around the concept of risk, against whtch problems can be evaluated and quantified.
The concept of risk may be broadly defined as the posstbihty of harm to things people value.
ANR and many agencies in other states have begun to usc comparauve nsk assessment to
gain a better understanding of environmental condtuons as a first step 1n setting p»hcy
priorities and to assess the effectiveness of programs and policies.

lndtcators can descnbc how current condauons do or do not match the desired stat<! for any
f!lvcn rc5ourcc or system component. Any dascrcplllC) ma~ become the ba~is for goal
~tung. f·unhcr, continuous or periodac monltonng or ~ndacators serves to measur~ progress
tnward the goal. The trends established pro\ 1dc a powerful communicauon tool ll' facilitate
puhlk 1nvohcmcm in policy debate.
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Three broad categories of criteria relating to transportation system problems might be:
• human health and safety

"' transportation efficiency
• quality of travel experience
The comparative risk analysis made in conjunction with the indicatoa, seeks to quantify the
causes and ~ects of system stressors and provide a basis to weigh alternative solutions to
specific problems. ·
RECOMMENDATIONS:
•• AOT should seek to learn more about and explore the
possibility of indicators Na ocmparative risk assessm!!-Dt
•• AOT shoufd consider establishing an indicator and
comparative risk assessment system similar to the ANR

program.

APPENDIX B
DATA MANAGEMENT TASK FORCE VAOT/ANR

DEFINITION : The term data applies to all information collected
by either agency using public funds and subject to the fede ral
freedom of information act.
OVERALL GOALS:

1. To minimize
both agencies.

th~

duplication of data collection efforts by

2. To ensure that both agencies .have the most .up to date and·
reliable information when making decisions.
3. To ensure, that to the extent possible, data is collected and
stored in compatible electronic formats.
4. To reduce the time and manpower expended on ·exchanging
information.
LEGAL BASIS: All information collected through the use of public
funds is public information and should .be available to both the
public and other state or federal agencies. There is currently
no requirement that data be provided to the public or other state
agencies in any format requested.
MECHANICS:
Acting in coordination with the State office of Computer
Information Technology (CIT) , the Governors Chief Information
Officer (CIO), and the VAOT Cbief Information Officer (CIO), the
agencies will seek to ensure that all hardware and software i s
compatible . This should include, out is not limited to, E-Mail,
spreadsheets, word processing, global positions systems , PC
databases, etc.
1.

2. The agencies should seek to develop "data ·catalogs·" , that
will describe the data available, the collection c ycle , the
format and the point of contact for the data.
3. When either agency intends to 1nitiate a project/plan that
will require significant data collection, they will notify the
other agency so that they may be able to support or benefit from
the data being collected.
Examples:

~/hen a ne111 Stace .ll. ir Quality Plan is required,
should alert AOT so that the traffic informatic~
necessary to support the ?lan ca~ be collected.

1.

2.

1·:t1en .P..OT is co:;duc;:in:: publ:.c survers on

ANR

transportation alternatives, ANR should be advised ·to
see if they may be able to benefit from the information
being collected .
'
4 . Any reports or publications to be released by eit·her agency
which contain significant data collected by the other, shall
ensure that the sister agency ·has sufficient opportunity to
review the report for accuracy prior to the public release of the
report .
Examples include: the State Clean Air Implementation
Plan or the AOT's Long Range Transportation Plan.
5 . The Agencies, in cooperation with the CIO shall seek to
implement on line access to each others databases.
RESPECTIVE ROLES :
Both agencies shall work towards ~he seamless exchange of
data between the agencies and to ensure that all data is made
available.
ANR: The Agency of Natural Resources shall make available to the
AOT information on the location of sensitive natural areas
that may be impacted by changes to the state's
transportation infrastructure.
AOT : The Agency of Transportation shall provide ANR with data
relative to all sensitive natural areas that have been
delineated by AOT during proj1=ct developm_ent.
CAPACITY:
It is anticipated that there will be very little.
additional financial burden to either agency and that by
providing on line electronic access to databases will reduce the
current demand on personnel to reproduce and distribute data.
IMPEDIMENTS :
~ -

2.
3.

current impediments to data sharing are primarily :

A lack of knowledge of what data the other agency possess.
A lack of hardware (communication lines) tci provide on line
access.
A lack of common database soft\·lare.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN THE VERMONT
AGENCY OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND AGENCY OF TRANSPORTATION
APPENDIX C
COORDINATION OF PROJECT SCOPING AND PERMITTING
Purpose and Background
This appendix to the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the Agency of
Transportation (AOn and the Agency of Narural Resources (ANR) will help ensure Lhat state
and state-administered bridge and highway construction programs are implemented expeditiously,
meet the needs of Vermomers, and protect the integrity of the Vermont environment.
The document sets forth a framework for communication and cooperation between th~ Agencies,
and is based on the following premises. First, any issues pertaining to a project should be
identified as early as possible in the project scoping pr<><:ess in order to foster a clearer
understanding of the respective Agencies'. and the public's concerns and encourage project
solutions and designs satisfactory to all parries. Every .anempt wiJI be made to honor che
Agencies' commitments made during project scoping. Second, communication between the
Agencies must be open, and guided by mutual respect of each Agency's roles and
responsibilities.
The ANR recognizes the expertise of the AOT in lhe design and construction of state-owned and
administered bridge and highway projects. It is the responsibility of the AOT to make sure that
issues including, but not limited to, functionality, structural integrity, safety, cost, regional and
local involvement, the environment, and aesthetics are addressed at aJI stages of planning and
permitting. The resulting projects must conform to all relevant Federal, State and municipal
laws, rules, and regulations and represent a fair balancing of interests.
lt is the responsibility of the ANR to oversee the protection of Vermont's environment and
natural resources, help make sure that environmental impacts associated with AOT projects arc
avoided. minimized, and/or mitigated, and administer specific statutes, rules, regulations and
regulatory programs for which the Agency has authority or standing.
Several recent developments make this effort imoerative despite an existing working relationshio
that has successfully implemented numerous projects that meet the Agencies' concerns
increas ing state and local traffic and transoonation maintenance demands. a decreasing state
work io rce, increast:d need for bridge and highway replacemem ano rehabili!auon. and changes
in n:gui:Hory requirements ha\e dramatically increased tile need for efficient communication and
::·)•)r::.lo:\a t!or; bt:twecn the A·genc ies.

Affected Programs
This memorandum applies to all almost all AOT project programs except for the Bridge and
Culvert, Class Two Paving Programs and several other programs where coordination of the type
outlined below is not essential to the success of the program. However, the spirit of
communication and collaborative effort embodied by this agreement will hopefUlly include thes.e
projects as well. There are numeroUs ANR regulatory and non-regulatory programs and
programs administered by other state and f~deral entities of which the ANR is ao important
participant that are relevant to this memorandum. The most commonly applicable programs are
listed below.
The 1988 amendments to Title 24, Chapter 117, Act 200: regarding the importance
of interagency-coordination and planning based ·on commonly held goals.
401 Water Quality Certificates pursuant to Section 404 of the federal Clean Water
Act ·
Title 19 (Stream Alterations) VSA Section 10(12):regarding construction activities in
waterways and the effects on habitat and oilier river values.
Title 10, Chapter 47: regarding stormwat<;r protection.
The Vermont Wetland Rules of 1990, Title 10 VSA Chapter 37
Vermont Endangered Species Law, Title 10 VSA Chapter 123. and Act 250. Title
10 VSA Chapter 151 (criterion 8 (rare and irreplaceable natural areas) and SA
(endangered species): regarding rare, threatened and endangered species and significant
narural conununities of outstanding significance.
Management of Lakes and Ponds. Title 29 VSA Chapter 11
Act 250, Title 10 VSA Chapter 151

Project Scoping: Consultation and Review Procedure
The attached flow chart outlines the AOT's project scoping procedure. It includes various
contacts and consultation with federal, state, regional, and local interests. Contacts with the
ANR are indicated in green. 1 All ANR contacts represented on the chart are made through the
ANR Pla.nrting Division, Regulatory Review Coordinator. All AOT contacts are made through
the AOT Planning Division, Project Planning Engineer.
Portions of the flow chart relevant to this memoiaodum are summarized below. The beadings

within the boxes-correspond to the various icons in the flo~ chart.
PROJECT
ADDED

TOVAOT
SCOP1NG

•
•

usr

JNVF.SnGATE

The AOT Planning Division dhtributes the annual Scoplng Ust to a.ll state
• regulatory agencies (le. the ANR, the Division for Historic Preservation (DHP),
the Departmc.nt of Agriculture (Dept. of Ag.), the l..md Wller IDd Conservation
Fund (LWCF). the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), the Army Corps
of Engineers (COE). (A portion of this Scoplng List may not become viable
projects.)

•

The AOT Planning Division circula.tes a notice Informing the interested parties
or an informal on-sjte meeting to ocx:ur In three weeks. Parties include the
AOT, the Regional Plaaning Commhsion (RPC), Town officials, local citizens,
the ANR, the DHP, the Dept. of Ag.,the LWCF, the FHWA, and the COE.

•

Information in the meeting notification includes prelimlnruy information the
AOT bas available regarding the project.

•

The meeting's purpose is to gather general information and determine the initial
concerns and expectations of all parties.

•

This next step includes staff level interaction between state agencies. AOT
resource personnel identify potentill issues regarding environmental, historic
and archaeological resources and relay Ibis information to the appropriate
agencies Including DHP personnel, ANR contact people, with copies sent to
lhe ANR Regulatory Review Coordinator.

•

The AOT solicits formal comments duri.ag this step and lhe :tgencies have:
four weeks to comment.

l..OCAL&
REGIONAL
CONCEJU\S

IDENTIFY

The list of uansporullon problems identified duri.ag Swewide Candld.a.te
Selection as having a blgb priority aro added 10 the AOT Sooping Ust.

CONSTRAINTS/

RESOURCES

1 The now chan shows mmy potential nltUrill resources ISSues but is not an &II inclusive: list . There 3rt other
ANR concerns !hat may arise during project scoping associated wtlh such matters :as h3.Z3.rdous waste , groundwater
and river protection, state lands ;md m:.r~uon.
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EVALUATION
'!\lATRIX

LOCAL&
REGIONAL

•

The AOT creates a matrix outlining all aligwnents with associated resource
impacts, cost, project benefits, drawbacks, and other re.levant issues.

•

This is primarily a staff level interaction to make sure appropriate
significance is given to the affected resources.

•

The AOT hosts an evening meeting with Municipalities and the RPC. State
reguJatory agencies are invited to the meeting. Four week nqtice is given for
the meeting.

•

The purpose o( the meeting is to prcsem recommended aligwneuts, solicit
comments and ascertain the degree of local support.

•

The introduction to the project details the "Purpose and Need. •

•

This is the first formal discussion of the project matrix. Resource maps are
available ·for viewing.

•

This step includes staff coordination with the Federal Regulatory Agencies
needed. It may take place at the bimonthJy COE meetings.

MEETING

REGULATORY
AGENCY
COOR.DINATION

1

~----RE__;_~_,_v____~l ·

.

as

Resource impactS are available for the discussion .

•

The lnitial .Scoping Report (ISR) contains the project Purpose and Need,
, project description/background and discussion of principal issues. An
evaluation matrix of alternates studied with the recommended alternative is
also included. To support the recommended alternative, the following ·
information is included: locarion maps, plans with typical and critical sections
as needed, photographs, traffic and accident data, level of service analysis.
sufficiency ratings, bridge inspection report and hydraulic report (if bridge
project) as wei! as all correspondence with the state regulatory agencies. ·

•

EffortS 10 avoid and minimize rcsol)rce impac1s are documented in the repon.

•

111e ISR is distributed for review and comment 10 the AOT. the RPC. the
Municipality, the COE, and the slate regulatory agencies.

•

PUBLIC
tNFO&\l•\ TIO:o-:AL
li!IETING

The reviewers have three weeks to respond with their comrnems.

•

An optiona.l meeting is scheduled if requesled by the lawn and/or the RPC .

•

The state regulatory agencies are invited to auend .

Project Design and Permitting: Consultation and Review Procedure
The attached flow chart outlines the ACT's project design and pennitting procedure. The
process includes various contacts and consultation with federal, state, regional, and local
interests. Contacts with the ANR are indicated in green.1 AU ANR contacts represented on
the chart should be made through the ANR Planning Division, Regulatory Review
Coordinator and directed to the AOT Planning Division. Project Planning Engineer.
Most ANR permit decisions and Conditional Use Determinations will be based on AOT
preliminary plans. The ANR and Lhe AOT agree that no changes which affect the
environmental aspects of a project' will be made by either Agency following issuance of any
permit or Conditional Use Determination without mutual consent. If either Agency discovers
new information regarding the environmental impacts which was not available during the
initial review or permitting phase of the project, the other Agency will be notified and
appropriate steps will be taken.
Portions of the flow chart relevant to this memorandum are summarized below. The
headings within the boxes correspond to the various icons in the flow chart.

CONCEPTUAL

•

The AOT distributes Conceptual ~lans to in-house resource persolUlel,
municipalities, and aU aff((:ted regulatory agencies.

•

The purpose of this review is to verify that issues identHied during the
Scqping Process have been ad.equately addressed in the project design as
developed thus far.

•

Municipalities and regulatory agencies have 4 weeks to comment.

•

Conceptual Plans are reviewed by the AOT to determine the likelihood of Act
250 jurisdiction. A permlt application is then filed with the appropriate
District Commission and includes all relevant regulatory agency review
comments.

•

The AOT submi ts the Preliminary Plans along with peruut applications and
requests for approval to the ANR, the DHP, and the Dept. of Ag. These
permits and approvals are required for impacts relating t<7 issues such as
Section 4(f) or 106 properties. Stream Alterations, Water Qualicy, Wetland
Condition:U Uses. Storm Water Discharge, 1...3kes and Ponds, Threatened and
Endangered Species, Hwrdous Wastes, critical habitats and prime
agricultural soils.

e

This process is based on the positions identified during the Seeping Process.

PLANS
REVIEWED

BY
REGULATORY
AGENCIES

ACT 250 PERMIT
R.EQUESr
(IF R.EQUIR.ED)

STAT£ APPROVALS
Al''<"'D
P£ R.\IIT REQUESTS

: The tlow chart shows many pnt<!JIIi:ll natura1 rcsourc.:s nsues but 1s no1 an all tnc:lu~i\·~ list. Tncre are other
Cl)nccms that m:~y arise du ring proJect scopang associ3ted with such mauers as nnardou; "'aste. groundwater
nm: rt\ cr protection, state lands :~ml rccre:uton
A:-.~
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AU.SfATE

•

Final determinatioos are made and all state permits, except Act 250, are
issued to the AOT. These permits accompany the National Environmental
Policy (NEPA) d~ument submitted to the FHWA for concurrence.

•

The NEPA process is completed and the AOT Final Plans design
commences.

•

The fmal Act 250 hearing is held and the Land Usc Pcnnit is issued
conditional on Final Plans review.

•

The Act 250 Commission reviews the Final Plans and fmds compliance with
any conditions.

AND FEDERAL

ENVIRONMENTAL
PERMITS IN HAND

OBTAIN

CLEARANCES

FINAL PLAN
REVI:E\V
ACf 1.50

Livjng·Documeot
Staff will meet upon request to evaluate the review process and consider changes that
improve its efficiency. Periodic assessment of ANR~AOT interaction, communication, and
operating procedures will be made.
Special Considerations
This appendix to the MOU will become effective as soon as signed by all parties and will
continue until terminated by one party after thirty (30) days notice in writing"to the other
party of the intention to end the Memorandum of Understanding. Attempts will be made to
incorporate some aspects of the process for projects that are currently iri or beyond the
scoping process.
IN WITNESS THEREOF, the Secretary of the Agency of Natural Resources and the
day of
Secretary of the Agency of Transportation execute this document on this

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,1995.
AGENCY OF TRANSPORTATION

AGE NCY OF NATURAL RESOURCES

BY:

BY:
Patrick Garahan
Secretary

Barbara Ripley
Secretary
·
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APPENDIX D
Air Quality and Transportation
The Agency of Transportation and the Agency of Natural Resources
are resolved to work collaboratively toward the goal of air
quality protection and improvement while providing a safe and
efficient transportation system for Vermont now and in the
future.
Transportation is an important aspect of air pollution in
Vermont. C~rrent estimates by ANR indicate that sixty percent of
the air pollution created in Vermont is related to
Transportation . These pollutants contribute to s~ch
environmental and human threats as global warming, acid rain,
smog formation, visibility impairment, and toxic and carcinogenic
air pollutants. For Vermont to protect and improve air quality,
measures to prevent pollution and a better understanding of
emissions from the Transportation sector are important ..
A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) has existed between the
Agencies on the matter of air pollution control since 1979. The
1979 MOU describes a series of technical analyses performed by ·
both staffs relative . to a transportation project's impact at the
micro-scale level. In addition, the MOU describes an information
sharing protocol. •While cooperation has been good, the 1979 MOU
is expanded in light of the federal legislation- on clean air and
transportation . As a result of this federal legislation, both
agencies see fit to expand their cooperative efforts beyond the
project impact assessment level.
.
Speci fic Ac tions

Agencies have enabling authorities under state law to carry
their assigned responsibilities. Federal legislation (Clean
Ai~ Act and Intermodal Surface Transportation and Efficiency Act.
IS~EA) have made the linkage between transportation and air
qu~lity more explicit.
·
eo~~

ou~

Following are specific actions intended to achieve the goal of
tt~s MOU.
Implementation of these measures will prevent air
po:lution, and thereby enhance and maintain air quality in
V~~:r:;ont below national air quality standards 1.o1hil-e maintaining
~~~ec~ive and convenient transportation system .

a~

Program. Sit1C'! the 1970's, federal law
has required devices on indiv1ciual au~omobiles to reduce th~
.;;~~oun~ of air oollution from t.hei!: use.
These 'devices are
.::::-::::::.·:e 'n c;bating mot.o!.- v':::-.!.cl-: em:ssions ~o-1hen operat:itlg
.-'!uco Emission Check

;."'·:.~c;:·~;:... : ·:-Ho·::·~Vel.', vr..hi c~~:: ·.·::~h ~al:_.nct:.ioning c~vi.ces ca::
-:::M::; ~-:~:.ll;::ic:. at l·~v"!ls ·.. ·:~ :: :=:: -e:·:::.:~c :n: p~e-1970 le·.-.c;:s.
"":·~-~ lt~.-. \.!t~: :!0~ c:.. -:.·: :·~:.::!a: ..: o:: t.h·:: r''a~ a~-·~ :.::
0

:r.-

need of repair of their air pollution control system. As
the growth of both the number of motor vehicles on the road
and the use of the motor vehicles overall continues to
incre ase, the proper funct i oning of these air pollution
control devices becomes increasingly important to
maintaining air quality. The Agencies of Natural Resources
and Transportation agree t o work cooperatively for the
adoption of an appropriate motor vehicle emission check
program.
Mechani cs Training. Curr e n t l y no comp~ehensive training is
offered to automotive mechanics on t he diagnostic and repai r
of motor vehicl e air pollu tion control systems . I n par t ,
this is due to t he fact that a comprehensive aut o emission
check program does not exist in Vermont. The Agencies of
Natural Resources and Transportat ion agree to work to
develop the capability within a regional vocational
educational institution t o comprehensively train automotive
mechanics in the diagnostics a nd repair of auto emission
control systems . The Agency of Transportation agrees to
seek federal financial assistance to support the acquisition
of test equipment to be placed in a technical school which
will be used as a teaching tool.
Alternative Motor Vehicle Fuels. Fuels for transportation
alternatives to gasoline have many attributes . Everyone of
them emits less air pollution, and all are more domestic in
origin, and some are renewable. Given the public policy
implications of these forms of energy, efforts to explore
and understand these technologies are appropriate. The
Agency of Natural Resources and Transportation agree to work
cooperatively between themselves and with other partners
both in the public and private sector to explore
transportation technology alternative to gasoline powered
vehicles. As a first initiative, t he Agencies of Natural
Resources and Transportation will part~cipate in an electric
vehicle demonstration project.
Pollution Prevencion. A number of activities within che
function of roadway construction and maintenance results in
the creation of air pollution. Examples of this wou:a
include drilling and blasting of roadway and ledge, painting
and coatings used on highways and br1dges, sandblasting of
bridges and structures, open burning in clearing rigr.~s of
Wiy. In order to prevent the creat1o~ of pollution, =~e
Agencies of Nacural Resources and Transportation agr~e to
work cooperatively to explore means and methods to e:~ninace
i: teasiblc, or min1mize to gr~a~est degree praccica=:e. c~e
c~eacion of air contaminants f~om th~ Collow1ng:

Areas For Potentially Preventing Air Pollution
Process

• :!~i_r "'Q uality Isauos

.,.

Aativititts

"tff,

*=-

::.;&· ~

~"

Paints/Coatings

Taxies, Metals,
VOC's

Roadway,

Drilling/Blasting

Particulate
Matter/Fugitive
Dust
'
Particulate Matter,
Combustion
Emissions, Taxies

Roadway
Construction/
Maintenance, Ledge
Removal

Asphalt Plants

Bridges/Structure~

General Operations,
Baghouse Fines, Use
of Recycled
Material

Sandblasting

Particulate Matter
Taxies

Sandblasting
bridges and other
metal structures

Stone/Gravel
Operations Open
Burning

Particulate Matter,
Fugitive Oust,
Toxics, Particulate
Matter

Crushing operations
on roadway
projects.
Burning waste
materials in
barrels and the
open.

Taxies, Particulat e
Matter, Combust. ion
emissions

Burning of waste
oil

,

~laste

-

Oil Disposal

Indirect Source Permitting. The Agency of Natural Resources
operates a permitting program \·lhich requires permits of large
developments which may threaten air quality by attracting large
amounts of traffic in concentrated areas. While the Agency of
Natural Resou~ces possesses the necessary technical exper~ise to
perform and review the air pollution impact aspects o~ the
technical analysis. such analysis is predicated upon data
submitted by a per-it applicant describin~ both the c~~re~~
traff1c activity as well as project1on of ~uture condltio~s. I~
order for the hgency oE ~atural R~sources co obj~ctively review
~he co~olet~ •~ol1c3cion and to ensure th~= trnffic a~alvsis ~~~
p:.·o)~c::.~on :--:::.h~cis a!.-e cor:sistent \·:ith A~e:1cy of Trar.s?o=-.:at:io~
accc:,>:.abl-:! ;-;.:;--:~\o:i.;;, ch-: ;..gency of 7::a:~spc~:at:io!1 a::re~s ::::
pro·.· i.e~ r:r·c:::~:..cal ;::· :?!)O!.;: to t!t~ ;:5::u1 al F'-!i5ou~·ces ;..:;: -:~c:.· :..r. t::~
t""!;t!..e·.··

oa.. •.l·~::..~c -:~-;~ ~::~ a;t3l:.'sis i :-t sc;:;>.:.rt oi. a~ ::--.:S.::.·~ct

Source Permit.
To address the
interface of air quality and transportation issues there is a n
ongoing need for data collection, a naly sis, and program review.
To facilitate this, the Agency of Natural Resources and Agency of
Transportation agree to the following;
·
Program, Planning, Coordination and Analysis.

Data Collection--The Agency of Transportation will support
the collection of . motor vehicle related toxic air pollut ant
data by the Air Pollution Control Division.
Transportation/Air Quality- -The Agency of Transportation
will work together with the Air Pollution Control Division
to review the issues of transportation and air quality as
they evolve and affect the State of Vermont from the
provisions of the federal Clean Air Act and ISTEA , and make
appropriate recommendati ons for public policy in Ver'mont
regarding this relationship. The Agency of Natural
Resources will provide meeting notice and outcome briefings
to the Agency of Transportation with respect to the
activities of the Northeast Ozone Transport Commission
(OTC) .
Heavy Duty Motor Vehicles. Air pollution from .heavy duty
motor vehicles are of increasing concern to the public and
the Agertcy of Natural Resources . This source category .
contributes significantly to emissions of nitrogen oxides,
particulate matter, toxic air pollutants and is of concern
for• v i sible smoke and odor. More data is needed, and
analyses needs to be performed, to better understand the
issues and potential strategies to abate this source of air
pollution. The Agency of Natural Resources and the Agency
of Transportation agree to work coope~ative~y to collect
such data and perform such analyses ~egarding this source of
air pollution.
Public Outreach and Education. There.is a continuing need
to inform and educate the public on the health and
environmental threats of transportation related air
pollution and the programs to mitigace these effects. Joint
opportunities to accomplish this goal will be sought by the
Agencies of Natural Resources and Transportation .
Progress Reports and Periodic Updaces. I~?lementation of the
above actions will require coordinacion a~~ ongoing collaboration
by members of the Air Pollution Control o:.·:ision and che Agency
of Transportation. Specific work elements will developed and
implemented. In order to track progress c~ these matters end
amend t:.his agreement as may, be necessary, :!le Air !?ollutio::;
Con" l'Ol Division and Transoortation "1ill :-'::oort or. the orocress
~~d~ a~d Lh~ actions intended o~ a ~~aso;~=:c a::;d accepcab ~~

APPENDIX F
AOT/ANR HEHORANDUM OF UNDERS.TANDING
WHITE PAPER FOR MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS

GOAL:

TO
PRESERVE
AND
HAINTAIN
THE
TRAN.SPORTATION
INFRASTRUCTURE TO MEET THE NEEDS AND SAFETY OF THE
TRAVELLI NG PUBLIC , AND TO ENSURE THAT FULL CONSIDERATION
IS GIVEN TO VERMONT ' S ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY .

ISSUES AND NEED ACTIONS:

A.

COMMUNICATION - Annual meetings shal l be held between
representatives of AOT and ANR to review concerns about
maintenance operations that may impact environmental
quality and that may be regulated activities.

B.

POLICY REVIEW - AOT Policy and guidelines on various
maintenance programs shall be reviewed annually to insure
compliance with the above goal . All policies, memoranda
of ·understandin g .and other agreements between both
agencies should be compiled in a handbook , available at
all AOT/ANR offices. Both agencies need to insure that
agreements reached are communicated throughout their
respective agencies and that they represe n t the policy of
the Agency .

C.

RESEARCH AND TRAINING
AOT and ANR shall conduct
continuing review and investigation on all activities,
procedures and materials aimed at minimizing the impact
to air and ground water quality, stream bank vegetation,
stream, fisheries and wildlife management programs,
hazardous materials management programs, maintenance of
scenic vistas, roadside safety and aesthetics . Technical
support should be provided by ANR to assist 'AOT in
developing new procedures. Technical workshops and other
training programs should be open to both agencies where
programs overlap .

D.

MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES - AOT should develop management
strategies for all off site mitigation lands and
easements. These strategies should · include t he permit
process requiring long term management responsibilities.

' .

